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Proceedings of the Philological Society (Oxford) Friday 25 June 1847 include a note: 
‘Laid on the table. Ms Glossary of Certain Words and Phrases in use amongst the 
Rural Population of South Lancashire, by Samuel Bamford 1846. Presented by the 
Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester.’  
 
Bamford, Dialect of S Lancs 1854 edn. Copy in Manchester Central Library 
annotated by J R Wise. 
Glossary here has minute notes showing translations, variations, alternative 
spellings, revisions. Many entries have “W” to indicate used in Warwickshire.  
 
Manchester Times 26 Aug 1854. 2nd edn of Bamford Lancashire Dialect advertised. 
12mo, 3s 6d. London: J. Russell Smith, Soho Square, also Manchester & Liverpool 
booksellers.  
 
Manchester Times 1 April 1854. William Gaskell gave lecture on Lancashire Dialect 
in Manchester Mechanics Institute, first of 2. ‘Somewhat numerous audience’.  
 
 
                                                
The author would like to thank Anne Secord and Frank Emmett for comments on this 
article, and the Gaskell Society for the helpful interest shown in versions delivered at 
the Gaskell and Manchester conference in July 2005 and at a day event in Middleton 
in June 2007.  
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